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For these instructions you will need suitable scroll outlines, a plastic sheet protector and gold cord. 

Optional – Vilene or Tearaway.  

 

Beautiful coloured scrolls can be easily achieved in a number of ways by using the thicker, 
Plaid Gallery Glass Window Color. For pastel scrolls mix some of the normal, transparent 
glass paint with the White Pearl Window Color. 
 

 Scrolls can be made directly onto the egg. After the shell has been cut, apply the 
paint to alternating areas, so the paint doesn’t run together. 
 

 Alternatively, outline your scrolls with gold cord on an uncut shell and then fill by 
flooding the areas with paint and pushing it up to the cord. 
 

 For removable scrolls slip a page with scroll outlines into a plastic sheet protector. If 
using adjoining scrolls fill alternate scrolls and allow to dry before filling the adjacent 
scrolls, otherwise the colours will mix together. 
 

 Allow to dry thoroughly and then peel off the plastic sleeve. Apply to the egg in the 
desired pattern. For added effect, outline with fine gold cord 

 

Hints for Scroll Making 
These patterns can be used to make removable scrolls. Alternatively, you can make up 
templates by tracing the scrolls onto Vilene and then applying Post-It glue to the back of the 
Vilene. 
 
Note: Vilene is a stiffening agent used in sewing and can be purchased from any 
haberdashery store. 
 



Post-It glue is a re-positionable glue that allows you to peel and stick your outline over & 
over again. Other brand names available include Aleene’s Tack-It Over & Over and Craft 
Smart Off 'N On glue. 
 
Scrolls made in this manner can be used many times over to mark your egg. Position your 
templates on the egg and then mark around them with a pencil. If necessary, you can 
remove the scrolls and reposition them as required. 
 

 

 


